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The problem

People are suffering and dying 
unnecessarily

because of insufficient 
clinician and patient access

to reliable, up-to-date information 
about completed and ongoing research 



Why have I been obsessed for 
forty years with the need to 

meet the research information 
needs of patients and clinicians 

more effectively?



My experience 
as a clinician



60 years ago



Fund raising advert for the United Nations Association





I could have served my Palestinian 
patients and their community better 
if I had had:

more humility

access to systematic reviews of 
relevant clinical trials.



UNRWA Clinic, Khan Younis Camp, Gaza Strip, 1969/70.



Severe malnutrition following measles



A systematic review of clinical trials 
reported between 1939 and 1967

shows that:

antibiotics prescribed for children 
with measles can reduce their risk 

of developing pneumonia



Which antibiotic should I use in 
the 21st century, and at which 
dose, frequency and duration?

Paul Glasziou et al. What is missing from treatment 
descriptions in trials and reviews? BMJ In press.



BMJ 23 October 2006



Are there any relevant ongoing 
controlled trials addressing 

these uncertainties?





My experience 
as a patient





Retained/impacted ear wax
a problem causing impaired hearing and localised eczema, 

sometimes associated with serious complications, 
which costs the NHS £50 million a year





Burton MJ, Doree CJ. Ear drops for the 
removal of ear wax. Cochrane Database 
of Systematic Reviews 2003, Issue 3.

“…ear drops (of any sort) can help to 
remove ear wax…
“…water and saline drops appear to be 
as good as more costly commercial 
products…
“…The quality of the trials was generally 
low and more research is needed.”









In summary

As a clinician and as a patient, I want 
readier access to:

• up-to-date, valid, systematic reviews 

• with details sufficient to inform my 
decision making; and

• information about relevant unpublished 
and ongoing trials 



Improving reports
of research





CONSORT, STARD,
and STROBE

QUOROM/PRISMA
and MOOSE



Marc Daniels, 1950

“…Some essential details are 
omitted from the report, 
possibly because of required 
brevity.  This leads one to 
consider if it is possible, in 
planning a trial, in reporting 
the results, or in assessing 
the published reports of trials, 
to apply criteria which must 
be satisfied in the analysis is 
to be entirely acceptable.”

Scientific appraisement of new drugs 
in tuberculosis. American Review of 
Tuberculosis 61:751-756.



The team responsible for designing, 
coordinating and reporting the MRC 
randomised trial of streptomycin for 
pulmonary tuberculosis, 1947-1948
(with administrative assistance from Mrs Chirene Agnew)

Philip D’Arcy Hart Marc Daniels Austin Bradford Hill



Austin Bradford Hill, 1965

Four questions to which 
readers want answers 
when reading reports of 
research.

1. Why did you start?
2. What did you do?  
3. What answer 

did you get? 
4. And what does it 

mean anyway?



Austin Bradford Hill, 1965

Four questions to which 
readers want answers 
when reading reports of 
research. 

1. Why did you start?
2. What did you do?  
3. What answer did you get? 
4. And what does it mean 
anyway?



“Good systematic reviews
provide a valuable foundation 
for new research initiatives.”

Lancet 1993;342:221-223.





Find out what’s known already 
before embarking on new research





Cumulative estimate of the effect of aprotinin on 
perioperative blood transfusion, 1987-2002.





The failure of clinical scientists 
to prepare and refer to 
systematic reviews of existing 
evidence has resulted in:

harm and wasted resources in 
health care
and
wasted resources in health 
research



Austin Bradford Hill, 1965

Four questions to which 
readers want answers 
when reading reports of 
research. 

1. Why did you start?
2. What did you do?  
3. What answer did you get? 
4. And what does it mean 
anyway? 





Classification of Discussion sections in RCT 
reports published in May issues of Ann Int 
Med, BMJ, JAMA, Lancet, and N Eng J Med

1997
n=26

First trial addressing the question 1

Contained an updated systematic 
review integrating the new results

2

Discussed a previous review but 
did not attempt to integrate new 
results

4

No apparent systematic attempt to 
set new results in context of other 
trials

19







Classification of Discussion sections in RCT 
reports published in May issues of Ann Int 
Med, BMJ, JAMA, Lancet, and N Eng J Med

1997
n=26

2001
n=33

First trial addressing the question 1 3

Contained an updated systematic 
review integrating the new results

2 0

Discussed a previous review but 
did not attempt to integrate new 
results

4 3

No apparent systematic attempt to 
set new results in context of other 
trials

19 27





Classification of Discussion sections in RCT 
reports published in May issues of Ann Int 
Med, BMJ, JAMA, Lancet, and N Eng J Med

1997
n=26

2001
n=33

2005
n=18

First trial addressing the question 1 3 3

Contained an updated systematic 
review integrating the new results

2 0 0

Discussed a previous review but 
did not attempt to integrate new 
results

4 3 5

No apparent systematic attempt to 
set new results in context of other 
trials

19 27 10







Improving syntheses of 
research findings

(systematic reviews)



1987
Cynthia Mulrow.  
The medical review article: 
state of the science.  
Ann Int Med 10:485-88.

1988
Andy Oxman, Gordon Guyatt. 
Guidelines for reading literature 
reviews.
Can Med Assoc J 138:697-703.



Electronic dissemination and 
maintenance of systematic reviews of 
controlled trials of perinatal care:

1988-1992: Oxford Database of Perinatal
Trials (ODPT) 

1993-1995: Cochrane Pregnancy and 
Childbirth Database (CCPC) 

1995- : Cochrane Database of Systematic 
Reviews (CDSR) 



The Cochrane Collaboration
Preparing, maintaining and promoting the accessibility of

systematic reviews of the effects of healthcare interventions





Citation frequency of Cochrane Database 
of Systematic Reviews (CDSR) (June 2008):

NEJM 186 000 citations
Lancet 136 000 
JAMA 104 000
BMJ 62 000
Annals 41 000
Archives 30 000
Am J Med 22 000
Cochrane 15 000

First Impact Factor for CDSR: 4.654
[14th of 100 journals in Thomson ISI category for Medicine, General & 
Internal] 



What about relevant research 
that isn’t reported at all?



“…failure to provide adequate, publicly available reports
of the results of clinical trials does an injustice 
to the patients who have participated in them…”



Publication bias can kill!

Cowley et al. 1993: “When we carried out 
our study in 1980 we thought that the 
increased death rate that occurred in the 
drug group was an effect of chance…The 
development of the drug was abandoned for 
commercial reasons, and this study was 
therefore never published; it is now a good 
example of ‘publication bias’. The results 
described here…might have provided an early 
warning of trouble ahead.”



At the peak of their use in the late 
1980s, it has been estimated that 
these drugs killed as many 
Americans every year as were 
killed during the whole of the 
Vietnam war. 

Moore 1995.





An illustration of the way that 
clinical researchers and ‘the 
system’ are failing patients



What is the best treatment
for vitiligo?





Cochrane Review

Whitton ME, Ashcroft DM, Barrett C W, 
Gonzalez U. 

Interventions for vitiligo. 
The Cochrane Database of Systematic 

Reviews 2006, Issue 1.



Findings (1)

• 19 RCTs, generally short-term, poorly 
designed, and poorly reported

• No two trials compared the same 
interventions 

• No trials on cosmetic camouflage or de-
pigmentation

• Only one study examined the 
psychological effects of treatments



Findings (2)

• Large variations in methods for scoring 
re-pigmentation.

• No reliable data on patient-important 
outcomes or quality of life measures.

• Many trials too short-term to indicate 
any relevant longer term effects, 
whether beneficial or unwanted.



Findings (3)

Limited evidence, from single randomised 
trials, that there may be short-term 
benefits from:

corticosteroids
topical tacrolimus
various forms of ultraviolet light
gingko biloba
skin grafting



Are there any potentially 
relevant unpublished trials?



Are there any potentially 
relevant unpublished trials?

Yes, there’s an unpublished 
controlled trial of 
pseudocatalase



Before pseudocatalase



After pseudocatalase



• A 12-month RCT of pseudocatalase was 
done in 1997. 

• The trial has still not been reported 
publicly in 2008.

• The research participants have not 
been told anything about the study 
findings.

• The responsible NHS Research 
Governance Department has so far 
been unable to account for this.



In summary

Over a period of more than 40 years, clinical 
researchers have:

• failed to do randomised trials of good 
quality

• failed to report all of the trials to which 
patients have contributed; and

• are only now beginning to show signs of 
collaborating in clinical research to meet the 
information needs of patients with vitiligo.



Promoting improvements in the
quality of reports of research

should help to improve the
quality and relevance of research



Some ways to improve the 
relevance of research to 
patients and clinicians



1. Find out which unanswered 
questions are of importance to 
patients, carers and clinicians



Research priorities among patients with osteoarthritis
of the knee compared with researchers’ priorities
(Tallon et al. 2000).

Interventions for 
osteoarthritis of the 
knee

Research 
priorities among 
67 patients

Interventions 
evaluated in 460 
RCTs

Number Per cent Number Per cent

Knee replacement 24 35.8 13 2.8

Education and advice 14 20.9 14 3.0

Drugs 6 9.0 380 82.6
Complementary therapy 4 6.0 29 6.3

Physical therapies 2 3.0 24 5.2

Miscellaneous others 16 23.9

No intervention 1 1.5



2. Find out which outcomes 
are important to patients





Priority treatment outcome 
from a survey of patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis

was not pain



Priority treatment outcome 
from a survey of patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis

was not pain

It was fatigue!







STROBE and MOOSE



3. Make uncertainties 
explicit



“As we know, there are 
known knowns. There are 
things we know we know. 

“We also know there are 
known unknowns. That is to 
say we know there are some 
things we do not know. 

“But there are also unknown 
unknowns, the ones we don't 
know we don't know.”

Donald Rumsfeld

One creditworthy contribution to posterity
(based on the Johari Window)

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://chuckcurrie.blogs.com/chuck_currie/rumsfeld.gif&imgrefurl=http://chuckcurrie.blogs.com/chuck_currie/iraq/index.html&h=300&w=239&sz=46&hl=en&start=21&sig2=xLBlFRRFuiiBexThhmXXrw&um=1&tbnid=w5dam8QvwHieWM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=92&ei=TbTFRs_UBIK20wTT24ScBw&prev=/images%3Fq%3Drumsfeld%2Buncertainty%26start%3D20%26ndsp%3D20%26svnum%3D10%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN


Database of 
Uncertainties about the 
Effects of 
Treatments

DUETs: www.duets.nhs.uk

An initiative of the National 
Therapeutic Ignorance Service



Uncertainties in DUETs
[June 2008]



Sources of uncertainties about 
the effects of treatments





4. Do research to address 
uncertainties







For over 30 years there was uncertainty 
about whether to use caffeine in newborn 
infants to reduce apnoeic episodes.

Failure to address this uncertainty has 
had terrible, enduring consequences for 
children and adults.



New Eng J Med 2007;357:1893-1902



An exemplar of what is 
needed

Assessing the effects of 
administration of systemic 

corticosteroids in acute 
traumatic brain injury



Alderson P, Roberts I (1997). BMJ 314:1855-9;
and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.

A systematic review of 
existing knowledge

The review revealed important uncertainty 
about whether systemic steroids 

did more good than harm.





Addressing an important uncertainty

Because the systematic review and a survey of 
clinical practice had revealed important uncertainty,
a large, publicly-funded, multicentre 
randomized trial was organised to address the 
uncertainty.

The trial was registered prospectively on the 
ISRCTN register, 

The protocol for the trial was published in 
BioMed Central.



Lancet 2004;364:1321-28





• The report of the CRASH trial is 
exemplary because:

• it refers to current uncertainty about the effects of a 
treatment, manifested in a systematic review of all the 
existing evidence, and in variations in clinical practice

• It notes that the trial was registered and the protocol 
published prospectively

• it sets the new results in the context of an updated 
systematic review of all of the existing evidence 

• it provides readers with all the evidence needed for 
action to prevent thousands of iatrogenic deaths



Review and electronic publication of 
research protocols

Electronic publication and archiving of 
medical research



 





Reprise
Clinicians and patients need readier 
access to:

• reports of up-to-date, valid, 
systematic reviews 

• details sufficient to inform their 
decision making; and

• information about relevant 
unpublished and ongoing trials 







Protocols for systematic reviews and consequent research,
eg in Cochrane Library and through UK Clinical Trials Gateway

Published systematic reviews and reports of other types of research,
eg Cochrane reviews, DARE, articles in Lancet, BMJ, JAMA

Summaries of evidence, including evidence of uncertainty
eg BMJ Clinical Evidence, CKS, BNF, DUETs, Q&A’s

Reports of patient experiences eg DIPEX

Guidelines informed by systematic 
reviews eg NICE, SIGN   

Tools for diagnosis,                   
treatment & monitoring
Prompts & reminders
eg Map of Medicine

BETTER INFORMED
CHOICES AND DECISIONS



Improve the evidence base

“a national clinical evidence base 
will be created, housing what local, 
national and international clinicians 
believe to be the best available 
evidence about clinical practice, 
pathways and models of care and 
innovations.”

“This will be available to 
commissioners, practitioners, 
patients and the public alike.”

“We will work with the relevant bodies, 
such as NICE, the National Library 
for Health, the new Health 
Innovation Council and the
Independent Reconfiguration Panel
to take this forward.”



There is 
shared responsibility

to meet the research information needs 
of patients and clinicians more 

effectively

What can you do?



Address current system failures, in 
collaboration with others

Promulgate recognition of responsibilities to 
patients and clinicians among those who can  
improve access to relevant information

Promote effective coordination, to reduce 
inefficient use of existing resources

Lobby for relevant and transparent research 
and reporting practices

Exploit the possibilities offered by electronic 
publishing
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